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Abstract

We propose a multifaceted isoneutral eddy transport diagnostic framework that combines the stationary-transient and Leonard’s

decomposition in large eddy simulation (LES). We diagnose the subfilter flux, the isotropic transport coefficient, and the

anisotropic transport tensor or eigenvalues in the Southern Ocean (SO). The anisotropic tensor greatly reduces the reconstruction

error of the subfilter flux because of its ability to distinguish the directionality of dynamic information, especially the topographic

effect. A thorough analysis of the anisotropic tensor or transport eigenvalues reveals that the sign combination of the transport

eigenvalues of the symmetric tensor links to the evolution of domainintegral large-scale PV enstrophy and the combination of

different signs is most often, meaning the dominance of filamentation process in the SO. In the region with intense anisotropy, the

dominant eigenvector tends to be perpendicular to the large-scale PV gradient, indicating an important role of the PV barrier

mechanism in the SO transport process. The two distinct decompositions leveraged in our framework generate intriguing and

profound results. Under the stationary-transient decomposition, we find a significant stationary contribution and the duality

of the topographic effect which can not only anchors stationary structures but also organizes transient motions. Leonard’s

decomposition, allows us to investigate the collective effects of the standing wave train, cross-scale interaction, and subfilter

eddy-eddy interaction on the filtered space-time scale. We emphasize the complete subgrid flux, not the mere Reynolds term,

and the LES framework needs to be considered in the subgrid parameterization of the coarse resolution ocean model.
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Abstract12

We propose a multifaceted isoneutral eddy transport diagnostic framework that com-13

bines the stationary-transient and Leonard’s decomposition in large eddy simulation (LES).14

We diagnose the subfilter flux, the isotropic transport coefficient, and the anisotropic trans-15

port tensor or eigenvalues in the Southern Ocean (SO). The anisotropic tensor greatly16

reduces the reconstruction error of the subfilter flux because of its ability to distinguish17

the directionality of dynamic information, especially the topographic effect. A thorough18

analysis of the anisotropic tensor or transport eigenvalues reveals that the sign combi-19

nation of the transport eigenvalues of the symmetric tensor links to the evolution of domain-20

integral large-scale PV enstrophy and the combination of different signs is most often,21

meaning the dominance of filamentation process in the SO. In the region with intense22

anisotropy, the dominant eigenvector tends to be perpendicular to the large-scale PV gra-23

dient, indicating an important role of the PV barrier mechanism in the SO transport pro-24

cess. The two distinct decompositions leveraged in our framework generate intriguing25

and profound results. Under the stationary-transient decomposition, we find a signifi-26

cant stationary contribution and the duality of the topographic effect which can not only27

anchors stationary structures but also organizes transient motions. Leonard’s decompo-28

sition, allows us to investigate the collective effects of the standing wave train, cross-scale29

interaction, and subfilter eddy-eddy interaction on the filtered space-time scale. We em-30

phasize the complete subgrid flux, not the mere Reynolds term, and the LES framework31

needs to be considered in the subgrid parameterization of the coarse resolution ocean32

model.33

Plain Language Summary34

This study applies a spatial coarse-graining method or a 2D spatial filter to define35

the subfilter or roughly speaking the mesoscale eddying structure as the deviation from36

the filtered large-scale field. Then, the Reynolds’ temporal average is used to divide the37

eddying effect into transient and stationary parts. Leonard’s decomposition further al-38

lows us to categorize the interactions of eddies versus large-scale flow. Both decompo-39

sitions together with the flux-gradient relation, which links the eddy flux with the large-40

scale background gradient through either the isotropic transport coefficient or anisotropic41

transport tensor, help provide insights into mesoscale eddy transport parameterization42

design.43

1 Introduction44

Ocean physical processes with a horizontal spatial scale of approximately 50-50045

km or near the first baroclinic Rossby deformation radius are usually called ocean mesoscale46

motions, including mesoscale eddies and meander structures. Mesoscale motions, which47

contain more than 80% of the ocean kinetic energy, impact ocean material transport, mo-48

mentum budget, and interaction with large-scale and submesoscale ocean circulation. There-49

fore, resolving or at least parameterizing the oceanic mesoscale process in a numerical50

model is necessary. Since the milestone work of Gent and McWilliams (1990) and Gent51

et al. (1995) which proposed the GM parameterization scheme to mimic holistic eddy52

transport effect and the process of releasing the available potential energy by baroclinic53

instability for application in a coarse resolution ocean model, mesoscale eddy transport54

parameterization and its accompanying diagnostic methods and theories have been con-55

tinuously developed over the past three decades, (e.g., McDougall & McIntosh, 1996; Treguier56

et al., 1997; Visbeck et al., 1997; Dukowicz & Smith, 1997; Griffies et al., 1998; Griffies,57

1998; Marshall et al., 1999; Mcdougall & Mcintosh, 2001; Nakamura, 2001; R. Smith &58

Gent, 2004; Berloff, 2005; Cessi, 2007; Eden & Greatbatch, 2008; Ferrari & Nikurashin,59

2010; Marshall et al., 2012; Hallberg, 2013; Bachman & Fox-Kemper, 2013; Bachman et60

al., 2015; Lu et al., 2016; Mak et al., 2017; Bachman, 2019; Haigh et al., 2020; Groeskamp61
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et al., 2020; Z. Stanley et al., 2020; Wei & Wang, 2021; Haigh & Berloff, 2021; Haigh et62

al., 2021a, 2021b, and others)63

However, many current parameterization schemes for ocean mesoscale processes and64

related diagnostic methods have two major defects:65

(I) The Reynolds’ average method is often used for scale separation so that for any66

variable c, there is c = c, c′ = 0. Nevertheless, the discrete grid algorithm of the nu-67

merical model does not necessarily meet the property of the Reynolds average. The grid68

discretization should be deemed as an implicit filter that one may not know the specific69

form (Germano et al., 1991; Germano, 1992), which is more likely to be represented by70

the spatial coarse-graining method. Under the coarse-graining method, c ̸= c, c′ ̸=71

0. If assuming a specific scale clearly separating the motion into two untangling parts72

(for example, the motion with a bimodal spectrum in spectral space), the coarse-graining73

method can be approximated as Reynolds’ average. However, due to the continuity of74

the energy spectrum of ocean mesoscale processes (Aluie et al., 2018; Buzzicotti et al.,75

2021), the scale separation hypothesis cannot be well established. Therefore, the com-76

plete subgrid flux rather than the mere Reynolds term must be considered for oceanic77

eddy parameterization. In addition, the Reynolds term only includes the collective con-78

tribution of motions smaller than the separation scale (e.g. eddy-eddy interaction) to79

the larger scale. It does not incorporate the cross-scale or even multi-scale interactions.80

(II) Most parameterization schemes only deal with the transient eddy process caused81

by instabilities, without explicitly involving topographic effect or stationary process which82

may significantly affect the eddy transport process. Many works (e.g., Treguier & McWilliams,83

1990; Rintoul et al., 2001; MacCready & Rhines, 2001; Garabato et al., 2011; A. Thomp-84

son & Sallée, 2012; Bischoff & Thompson, 2014; Abernathey & Cessi, 2014; Radko & Ka-85

menkovich, 2017; Youngs et al., 2017; Khani et al., 2019, and others) tried to establish86

the relationship between stationary phenomena and topography and how topography dy-87

namically force the eddying processes. For example, stationary structures appear down-88

stream of large-scale topographies, which cause zonal inhomogeneity of the flow, make89

a crucial contribution to the cross-front eddy mass and tracer transport, and both baro-90

clinic instability and barotropic instability could play vital roles in these stationary struc-91

ture dynamics(Youngs et al., 2017). Most relevant to our study, Lu et al. (2016) showed92

that stationary eddies would play a non-negligible role in eddy transport and the trans-93

port coefficient or tensor in the Southern Ocean (SO) so their effect should be involved94

in mesoscale eddy parameterization.95

Given the above issues, this paper will leverage some large eddy simulation (LES)96

concepts to diagnose the eddy transport process and form a new perspective on the mesoscale97

eddy scheme. We believe LES is applicable to the current coarse-resolution climate mod-98

els which have the typical horizontal resolution near or less than 1°(Hewitt et al., 2020).99

The grid scale is smaller than the largest mesoscale eddy in the ocean. Therefore, the100

parameterization of the subgrid process should consider the complete subgrid flux un-101

der the LES framework. This paper introduces Leonard’s decomposition in LES to dis-102

cuss the complete subfilter eddy flux and further develop Lu et al. (2016)’s stationary-103

transient eddy transport diagnostic framework. Using potential vorticity (PV) as a dy-104

namical tracer, we apply this new framework to the realistic ocean data and numerical105

simulation results of the SO to investigate the characteristics of the subfilter transport106

in terms of 1) isotropic and anisotropic assumption, 2) stationary-transient decompo-107

sition and 3) Leonard’s decomposition. This diagnostic framework of eddy transport not108

only distinguishes the contribution of stationary structure and transient motion in the109

SO and points out the importance of stationary process or topographic effect, but also110

looks into the collective effect of the interaction among small eddies, large eddies, and111

large-scale structures on a given spatio-temporal scale from the perspective of triad in-112

teraction, to provide theoretical support for better parameterizing mesoscale eddy pro-113

cess in ocean models. Section 2 will briefly review some basic concepts of the flux-gradient114
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relation, eddy transport tensor, isotropy, and anisotropy. We hybrid the spatial coarse-115

graining method and the temporal Reynolds’ average to realize the stationary-transient116

decomposition, and introduce the so-called Leonard’s decomposition in LES with its phys-117

ical implication explained from the aspect of the triad interaction and Germano iden-118

tity. This section also includes the data and some key processing methods in the calcu-119

lation. Section 3 is the diagnosis results, in which Section 3.1 shows the results of sub-120

filter eddy PV transport under the stationary-transient decomposition and Leonard’s de-121

composition, Section 3.2 is the result of isotropic scalar transport coefficient, and Sec-122

tion 3.3 is for the anisotropic transport tensor, focusing on the eigenvalue analysis of its123

symmetric part. Section 4 is for conclusion and discussion.124

2 Methods125

2.1 The flux-gradient relation126

Starting from the freely evolving dynamic tracer PV equation with the following127

form,128

∂q

∂t
+∇ · (uq) = 0 (1)

After the scale separation, we obtain the large-scale PV equation,129

∂{q}
∂t

+∇ · ({u}{q}) +∇ · Fsfs = 0 (2)

where { } represents a certain scale separation operator with a smoothing effect and the130

subfilter eddy flux (or transport) is as follows.131

Fsfs ≡ {uq} − {u}{q} (3)

In Appendix A, we introduce Germano identity (Germano et al., 1991; Germano, 1992)132

to distinguish the two concepts of subgrid and subfilter scale. We also point out in Ap-133

pendix A that only when the separation scale of the explicit spatial coarse-graining fil-134

ter is sufficiently larger than the scale of the implicit data resolution filter, the subfilter135

scale quantity obtained is valid and the subfilter flux would be regarded as the subgrid136

flux of a certain coarse-resolution model.137

Suppose linear relation between the subfilter flux and large-scale PV gradient, namely138

adopt the flux-gradient relation as turbulent closure (Taylor, 1922; Vallis, 2017),139

Fsfs = −K∇{q} (4)

K is the eddy transport tensor of second-order, storing the local relation between the140

flux and the gradient in physical space. In the z-coordinate, K is a 3×3 tensor. How-141

ever, the mesoscale motion away from the mixing layer is quasi-adiabatic and in prin-142

ciple along the neutral density surface or the minimum disturbance surface (McDougall,143

1987; Fox-Kemper et al., 2013), so the process can be simplified to 2D. Then K becomes144

a 2× 2 tensor.145

The transport tensor needs not to be symmetric, and one may take symmetric-antisymmetric146

decomposition as follows,147

A ≡ 1

2

(
K−KT

)
(5)

S ≡ 1

2

(
K+KT

)
(6)

Fsfs = −(A+ S)∇{q} (7)
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The antisymmetric part A represents the skew advection along large-scale tracer con-148

tours, which corresponds to GM Scheme (Gent & McWilliams, 1990; Gent et al., 1995;149

Griffies et al., 1998; Griffies, 1998). The symmetric part S represents the Fickian-like dif-150

fusive process, which corresponds to Redi Scheme (Redi, 1982; Griffies et al., 1998; Griffies,151

1998).152

Further, diagonalize the symmetric tensor to get the eigenvalue matrix Λ and eigen-153

vector matrix V as follows,154

S = VTΛV (8)

Λ =

[
λ1 0
0 λ2

]
(9)

We call the larger eigenvalue λ1 the major eigenvalue, the smaller λ2 the minor eigen-155

value. They represent the diffusion intensity along the major axis (parallel to the direc-156

tion of the major eigenvector) and the minor axis (parallel to the direction of the mi-157

nor eigenvector), respectively. λ1 ̸= λ2 means anisotropic diffusion. λ1 = λ2 means158

isotropic diffusion. If the eddy transport process itself is purely isotropic, then the trans-159

port tensor collapses to the scalar coefficient κ and we have the flux-gradient relation160

Fsfs = −κ∇{q} (10)

The transport coefficient here can be understood as the ”efficiency” of the eddy trans-161

port process, that is, the length of the eddy flux vector standardized by the length of the162

large-scale PV gradient, or how much eddy transport can be excited under the background163

tracer field gradient of unit intensity.164

Our diagnostic framework will be used to examine not only the eddy transport it-165

self but also the isotropic transport coefficient and the anisotropic transport tensor.166

2.2 The stationary-transient and Leonard’s decomposition167

This section introduces two independent decomposition methods of the subfilter168

flux and its transport tensor: the stationary-transient decomposition and Leonard’s de-169

composition.170

Like Lu et al. (2016), we use a 2D boxcar filter for spatial coarse-graining and Reynolds’171

temporal average to implement the stationary-transient decomposition. Any quantity172

c can be expressed as the sum of large-scale instantaneous background field, subfilter sta-173

tionary eddying field, and subfilter transient eddying field, namely174

c = [c] + c∗ = [c] + c∗ + c∗′ (11)

where [c] is for the spatial smoothed field; c is for the time-averaged field; c∗ = c− [c]175

is for the spatial subfilter eddying field, namely the original field minus the spatial smoothed176

field; c′ = c − c is for the temporal eddying field, namely the original field minus the177

time-averaged field. The spatial subfilter eddying field c∗ contains the stationary eddy-178

ing field c∗ and the transient eddying field c∗′. Note that the filter scale involved in this179

paper is 1◦- 3◦ and inside the spectral range of the ocean mesoscale process. Although180

closely related, the subfilter scale cannot be completely equivalent to the oceanic mesoscale.181

If the mesoscale eddies are divided into large eddies and small eddies, the subfilter scale182

in this paper can be regarded as the ensemble of small eddies plus part of large eddies,183

and the filter scale can be regarded as the remaining part of large eddies plus large-scale184

field.185

Replace the scale separation operator { } in in Eq.1 with [ ], the subfilter PV flux186

becomes the following form187

Fsfs ≡ [uq]− [ū][q̄] (12)

–5–
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We now introduce the classical Leonard’s decomposition in LES to decompose the188

subfilter flux.189

Fsfs = ([[u][q]]− [ū][q̄]) + ([[u]q∗] + [u∗[q]]) + ([u∗q∗]) (13)

The three terms in brackets on the right side of the equation are the Leonard term, Cross190

term, and Reynolds term, respectively (Leonard, 1974; Clark, 1977; Clark et al., 1979;191

Speziale, 1985; Germano, 1992; Fox-Kemper & Menemenlis, 2008; Anderson & Domaradzki,192

2012). These three terms represent three categories of microstructures in the spectral193

space in terms of triad interaction (see Appendix B for details): 1) the Leonard term (com-194

bined with the large-scale transport term in the second term on the left of Eq.1) incor-195

porates the collective effect of the triad interaction larger than the separation scale, which196

is defined as filtered-filtered or resolved-resolved interaction (including large-scale pro-197

cess, part of large-eddy versus large-scale flow interaction and part of large-eddy versus198

large-eddy interaction); 2) The Cross term represents the collective effect of the cross-199

scale interaction between the filtered and subfilter quantities on the filtered scale evo-200

lution, which is defined as filtered-subfilter or resolved-subgrid interaction (including eddy201

versus large-scale flow interaction, small-eddy versus large-eddy interaction and part of202

large-eddy versus large-eddy interaction); 3) The Reynolds term represents the collec-203

tive effect on the filtering scale evolution caused by the process that occurs purely less204

than the separation scale, which is defined as subfilter-subfilter or subgrid-subgrid in-205

teraction (including the remaining eddy-eddy interaction that can be resolved by the data206

resolution). The collective effect here refers to the statistical effect on both large time207

and spatial scales. The essential difference between the three terms is that their triad208

elements have 0, 1, and 2 subfilter wave vectors, respectively. Since we do not choose the209

spectral truncated filter, the so-called ”separation scale” above should be regarded as210

a generalized ”separation scale or wavenumber interval” near the characteristic scale or211

wavenumber of the filter. In this interval, from larger scale to smaller scale, the propor-212

tion of subfilter components increases and tends to 1, and the proportion of filtered com-213

ponents gradually tends to zero. In addition, when the filter scale increases, the filtered214

part accommodates fewer eddying processes, so the Leonard term tends to be the pure215

large-scale process. Despite this expected dependence, our results will show that the qual-216

itative behavior of Leonard’s decomposition is not sensitive to the filter scale in the range217

we discussed.218

Combine the stationary-transient decomposition with Leonard’s decomposition, we219

have220

FLnrd,ttl ≡ [[u][q]]− [u][q]

= ([[ū][q̄]]− [ū][q̄]) + ([[u′][q′]])

= FLnrd,stt + FLnrd,trs (14)

FCrs,ttl ≡ [[u]q∗] + [u∗[q]]

= ([[ū]q̄∗] + [ū∗[q̄]]) + ([[u′]q∗′] + [u∗′[q′]])

= FCrs,stt + FCrs,trs (15)

FRynlds,ttl ≡ [u∗q∗]

= [ū∗q̄∗] + [u∗′q∗′]

= FRynlds,stt + FRynlds,trs (16)

The first terms on the right of the above three equations represent the stationary com-221

ponent, and the seconds are the transient ones. We use ttl, stt, and trs to represent the222
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total, stationary and transient components, respectively. The stationary and transient223

subfilter flux can be expressed as224

Fsfs,stt ≡ ([[ū][q̄]]− [ū][q̄]) + ([[ū]q̄∗] + [ū∗[q̄]]) + ([ū∗q̄∗]) (17)

Fsfs,trs ≡ ([[u′][q′]]) + ([[u′]q∗′] + [u∗′[q′]]) + ([u∗′q∗′]) (18)

The stationary part is composed of time-averaged quantities. It captures the time-invariant225

or slowly-varying imprint, which is forced by setting system boundary conditions (such226

as topography and air-sea flux) and hyperparameters (such as the Coriolis parameter f227

and β). The transient part measures the collective effect of the evolving dynamic adjust-228

ment processes around the stationary structure in the system.229

Through the flux-gradient relationship, we can obtain the transport tensor for ev-230

ery part,231

Fsfs = −Ksfs∇[q̄] (19)

Fstt = −Kstt∇[q̄], Ftrs = −Ktrs∇[q̄] (20)

FLnrd = −KLnrd∇[q̄], FCrs = −KCrs∇[q̄], FRynlds = −KRynlds∇[q̄] (21)

We also have the expressions of the transport tensors,232

Ksfs = Kstt +Ktrs = KLnrd +KCrs +KRynlds (22)

namely, the transport tensor can also be decomposed by the stationary-transient and Leonard’s233

decomposition. So far, we have established a multifaceted eddy transport diagnosis frame-234

work using both the stationary-transient and Leonard’s decomposition as well as whether235

isotropic or not. This framework helps investigate the contribution of the stationary and236

transient effects and different categories of triad interaction under Leonard’s decompo-237

sition to the eddy transport in the SO.238

2.3 Data and processing method239

The main results of this paper are based on the five-day average SOSE eddy-permitting240

data (Mazloff et al., 2010) with a horizontal resolution of 1/6◦ in 2008. Data from an241

eddy-rich quasi-global model LICOM2 (LASG/IAP Climate system Ocean Model) with242

a horizontal resolution of 1/10◦ is used for validation (see Yu et al. (2012) for the sim-243

ulation setting). We take the data in the 63rd model year, which is well spinup. The study244

area is south of 25◦S. In this paper, the temporal Reynolds’ average is the annual av-245

erage, and the spatial coarse-graining adopts the boxcar filter with a fixed size of 2◦. We246

will also show some results of 1◦ and 3◦ to discuss the sensitivity to the selected sepa-247

ration scale, but the major discussion is for 2◦. When close to the boundary, the filter248

size remains unchanged, and the missing values are set to zero to participate in the fil-249

tering, so the filtered boundary also becomes fuzzy. This method performs well in terms250

of energy conservation and commutes with differential operators (Buzzicotti et al., 2021),251

and its discretization expression is as follows,252

[c]mn =
1

num

m+ir∑
i=m−ir

n+ir∑
j=n−ir

wijcij , num = (2ir + 1)2 (23)

ir is the gird number of half filter size, and wij is the area weight.253
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The multifaceted diagnostic framework of this paper needs to be carried out on the254

neutral density surface. We use the topobaric surface to estimate the neutral surface,255

which is highly accurate (Stanley, 2019). We choose the surface with a neutral density256

of 36.8kg/m3 for discussion because it has outcrop areas near the Antarctic continent257

only a few times a year. In most areas north of 60◦S, its depth is about 1500±1000m,258

enabling us to reduce the influence of the diabatic process in the mixing layer. The re-259

sults of flux and transport tensor in other layers are qualitatively consistent. In addi-260

tion, the potential density σ2 can also be used to estimate the neutral density, which is261

significantly different from the results of the topobaric surface in places with steep isopy-262

cnal slope (such as the ACC core) near the outcrop area. However, the spatial distribu-263

tion of physical quantities in other places is qualitatively consistent. To reduce the amount264

of calculation, we only processed higher resolution LICOM data on the σ2 plane. The265

velocity field under this framework is the velocity projected from the z-coordinate to the266

neutral plane. The dynamic tracer PV, q = fN2/g = − f
ρ
∂ρ
∂z , is firstly calculated in267

the z-coordinate and then interpolated into the neutral coordinate. Appendix C gives268

a brief example of our interpolation algorithm. The subsequent filtering and gradient op-269

erations are carried out on the neutral plane.270

On the neutral plane, the total subfilter PV flux is calculated first, and then the271

components of the flux are obtained through the stationary-transient and Leonard’s de-272

composition. Then the corresponding transport tensors or coefficients are estimated through273

the flux-gradient relation. Finally, the transport tensors are decomposed into symmet-274

ric and antisymmetric parts, and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the symmetric ten-275

sor are calculated. Unlike the multi-tracer method (Bachman et al., 2015), only one dy-276

namic tracer is used here. We carried out the least-square regression of neighboring sam-277

ples to solve the underdetermined problem in estimating the transport coefficient or ten-278

sor. Appendix C describes how the approach is implemented. Specifically, solving the279

transport tensor is equivalent to solving the following binary linear least-square regres-280

sion problems,281 [
fx

fy

]
=

[
Kxx Kxy

Kyx Kyy

] [
[q̄]x
[q̄]y

]
→

{
fx = Kxx[q̄]x +Kxy[q̄]y
fy = Kyx[q̄]x +Kyy[q̄]y

(24)

fx and fy are the zonal and meridional subfilter PV flux, respectively. The estimation282

of the isotropic coefficient is also similar and becomes linear least-square regression be-283

tween the length of flux vector and the length of the large-scale PV gradient vector.284

3 Result285

3.1 Meridional subfilter PV flux286

3.1.1 The stationary-transient decomposition287

As show in Figure C1a The large value area of the meridional subfilter PV flux is288

concentrated in the south of the domain and the eastern side of the continent or sub-289

marine plateau (Figure C1a and C1g). The large value zone near the Antarctic conti-290

nent reflects the influence of non-conservative processes such as sea-ice dynamics, and291

outcropping of the neutral surface or mixing layer effect. Since our framework is designed292

for inner ocean quasi-adiabatic motion, we will not discuss this more but blame it on the293

inapplicability of our diagnostic method there. The large value zones on the eastern side294

of large-scale topography have clear physical significance. They are contributed mainly295

by the stationary flux (Figure C1b), so it reflects the anchoring effect of topography on296

the eddy transport pattern. In addition, the mid-ocean ridge imprint a clear pattern on297

both stationary and transient subfilter flux, which is manifested in the arc-shaped mag-298

nitude mutation area near 150◦E-150◦W, 60◦S and 10◦E-35◦E, 50◦S and the northward299

extension of the large value area at 80◦E, 150◦E and 10◦W. Our results reflect the du-300

ality of the topographic effect, that is, the large-scale topography not only anchors sta-301

tionary structures of the flux field but also organizes transient adjustment processes nearby.302
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This is consistent with previous studies using idealized models or observation data to di-303

agnose eddy kinetic energy, eddy momentum flux, eddy buoyancy flux, and other eddy304

tracer fluxes (e.g., A. Thompson & Sallée, 2012; A. Thompson & Garabato, 2014; Bischoff305

& Thompson, 2014; Youngs et al., 2017). In addition, although the results of boxcar fil-306

ters of different sizes are qualitatively consistent (Figure S1), the separation scale would307

affect the relative contribution of the stationary and transient components to the sub-308

filter flux (Figure C3). The larger the filter scale, the stronger the contribution of the309

stationary part and the weaker the transient part. This is because the high-pass field with310

a larger filter scale contains more large-scale information. The dominance of the station-311

ary part increasing with the filter size reflects that the scale of the transient process is312

smaller than the scale of the stationary structure formed by the anchoring effect of the313

topography. An example is that the quasi-stationary meander in the SO is often larger314

than the transient mesoscale eddy (Williams et al., 2007; Chapman et al., 2015).315

3.1.2 Leonard’s decomposition316

This section investigates the Leonard term, Cross term, and Reynolds term of the317

subfilter flux under Leonard’s decomposition. From the horizontal distribution and prob-318

ability density function (PDF) of meridional PV flux (Figure C2 and C3), we find large319

a Leonard term and Cross term with a positive and negative staggered wave train dis-320

tribution in the domain. However, there is a violent offset between the two, which makes321

the sum term one order of magnitude smaller than the individual term but still stronger322

than the Reynolds term holistically (Figure C3). Similarly, when Galmarini et al. (2000)323

used the high-frequency time series of atmospheric variables for time coarse-grained anal-324

ysis, they also observed significant Leonard term and Cross term and their partial can-325

cellation. Speziale (1985) pointed out that the complete subfilter eddy flux, the sum of326

the Leonard term and Cross term, and the individual Reynolds term all satisfy Galilean327

invariance, but the form of the individual Leonard term or Cross term is not Galilean328

invariant. Therefore, he suggested that the Leonard and Cross term should be param-329

eterized together, and the Reynolds term should be parameterized separately. We are330

not sure whether the offset here is related to the breaking of Galilean invariance. Most331

existing mesoscale eddy parameterization schemes are theoretically derived based on Reynolds’332

average. Only the Reynolds term is included, and the other two terms under Leonard’s333

decomposition are missed. The results here at least show the importance of considering334

a complete subgrid flux, which incorporates the resolved-resolved, resolved-subgrid, and335

subgrid-subgrid interactions, and selecting appropriate parameterization form for differ-336

ent processes when designing eddy transport parameterization.337

In addition, these three terms are dominated by the stationary part, and the off-338

set between the Leonard and Cross term is mainly from their stationary components.339

From Eq.14 of the Leonard term, one may also regard it as a standing wave with asym-340

metric amplitude. The geographical position of the peaks, troughs, and zeroes is quasi-341

fixed. The stationary Leonard term is the spatial distribution of a stationary background342

state with systematic amplitude shift relative to the zero axis just like a canvas with in-343

homogeneous background color. The transient Leonard term is the collective effect of344

the disturbances that only time-dependent modifies the amplitude of the standing wave.345

The stationary Cross term may be understood as a tendency to excite the cross-scale or346

multi-scale interaction in specific geographical locations through many possible mech-347

anisms. For example, the western boundary flow is the graveyard of eddies (Zhai et al.,348

2010). The eddy may also tend to extract energy from the background flow at a specific349

location near topography (Abernathey & Cessi, 2014; A. Thompson & Garabato, 2014).350

Special geometric shapes and configuration of eddy and background flow to realize cross-351

scale energy conversion (Waterman & Lilly, 2015; Youngs et al., 2017), which might repet-352

itively occur someplace, would also contribute to the stationary Cross term.353
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Further comparing the results of SOSE with higher resolution LICOM simulation354

(Figure S2), the spatial distribution of the Leonard or Cross term from different data355

is qualitatively consistent in terms of wavelength and geographical distribution of the356

wave train structure. Therefore, one speculation is that these two reflect the system’s357

fingerprint under the current topographic and climate state or model setting. Since the358

stationary part dominates these two, we offer an interpretation of the wave train struc-359

ture that macro-conditions of the system, such as all its boundary conditions (e.g. to-360

pography and air-sea flux) and hyperparameters (for example, f and β), can decisively361

stimulate the large-scale process, eddy versus large-scale interaction and small eddy ver-362

sus large eddy interaction encompassed in the Leonard and cross term with a definite363

geographical distribution.364

3.2 The isotropic transport coefficient365

3.2.1 The stationary-transient decomposition366

The large values of the isotropic subfilter transport coefficient (Figure C1d) are mainly367

in the vigorous flow areas, such as the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), the Ag-368

ulhas retroflection, and the Malvinas current. Under the stationary-transient decompo-369

sition (Figure C1def), the stationary coefficient dominates in most places, and the large370

transient coefficient mainly concentrates in the most energetic flow area such as the ACC.371

This is a surprising result. Although some studies, for instance, Lu et al. (2016) has dis-372

covered the significance of the stationary part in the transport process, we uncover for373

the first time that the stationary effect would dominate the transport process when the374

complete subfilter flux is considered, so a complete mesoscale eddy scheme should never375

omit the stationary effect. Large-scale topography often excites strong subfilter trans-376

port coefficients downstream of the local flow, such as the eastern side of the Kergue-377

len plateau and Campbell Plateau, the Malvinas current, and the southwest side of the378

African continent which is equivalent to the downstream of the Agulhas retroflection.379

In addition, the coefficient also has the structure of several banded weak value areas, which380

is particularly obvious in the stationary part at 100◦E-160◦W. This structure may be381

related to the mid-ocean ridge because its orientation is consistent with the mid-ocean382

ridge. The topographic type of large-scale and undulating zonal ridges can form an ob-383

stacle to eddy mixing by locally strengthening the jet (A. F. Thompson, 2010). In ob-384

servation data or realistic model runs, the role of topography on the flow field is a com-385

plex, multi-scale problem. This work only qualitatively sheds some light on the influence386

of topography on the eddy transport process. Future work will comprehend how the spe-387

cific topographic configuration drives the transport under our diagnostic framework by388

carrying out idealized numerical experiments with a simplified model setting. In addi-389

tion, the size of the boxcar filter affects the relative contribution of the stationary and390

transient components to the subfilter transport coefficient: the larger the filter scale, the391

more the contribution of the stationary part (Figure C5).392

3.2.2 Leonard’s decomposition393

The relative magnitude among the three terms of the subfilter eddy transport co-394

efficient is consistent with the subfilter flux result when Leonard’s decomposition is adopted.395

The Leonard and Cross term is one order of magnitude larger than the Reynolds term,396

and they partially offset each other but the sum of the Leonard and Cross term is still397

more intense than the Reynolds term (Figure C5). The Leonard term and Cross term398

achieve high intensity on the ACC core and its northern flank, while their magnitude drops399

drastically on the southern side of ACC (Figure C4). Compared with Figure C1g, the400

continuous submarine plateau, mid-ocean ridge between 50◦S and 70◦S shape the bound-401

ary of different levels of intensity of the Leonard and Cross transport coefficient. In ad-402

dition, although the subfilter flux and the Reynolds transport coefficient are small in the403

gyre area (such as 40◦S in the South Pacific) where the flow is relatively slow and EKE404
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is not that vigorous, the Leonard and Cross coefficient reach a decent level of intensity.405

This means the standing wave effect and cross-scale interaction represented by the Leonard406

and Cross transport coefficients are of high efficiency influencing tracer transport dynam-407

ics. Classical schemes are often based on Reynolds’ average assumption, so they merely408

handle the effect of the Reynolds term, not the full transport process. The Leonard and409

Cross effects are overwhelming in areas where mesoscale eddy activity is not abundant,410

and they should be taken into account when parameterizing.411

412

Although the diagnosis of the isotropic transport coefficient is instructive, the trans-413

port coefficient in this paper attempts to establish the association between the length414

of large-scale PV gradient and flux. In its mathematical essence, the isotropic form blends415

information from different directions. That leads to a dramatic error of meridional PV416

flux reconstructed by the isotropic transport coefficient (Figure C6bc), and the failure417

to capture the stationary PV flux field pattern inscribed by the topographic anchoring418

effect. However, if the anisotropic transport tensor is used, the reconstruction error can419

be greatly reduced (Figure C6de). As a second-order tensor, the anisotropic transport420

tensor stores more critical dynamic connections, especially the topographic effect exerted421

in different orientations, than the isotropic coefficient which is a zero-order tensor. There-422

fore, we will discuss the anisotropic framework in the next section.423

3.3 The anisotropic transport tensor424

The anisotropic transport tensor can be decomposed into a symmetric and anti-425

symmetric tensor. The symmetric part represents the Fickian-like eddy diffusion pro-426

cess, and the antisymmetric part represents the advective process of skew flux (Griffies427

et al., 1998; Griffies, 1998). Although our diagnostic framework can generate the results428

of all relevant components and elements of the transport tensor, we only focus on the429

eigenvalues of the symmetric tensor (hereinafter referred to as the transport eigenval-430

ues). The results of the antisymmetric part are given in Figure S8, but will not be dis-431

cussed in this manuscript.432

3.3.1 The transport eigenvalues433

The transport eigenvalue has features qualitatively consistent with the transport434

coefficient above, including: 1) the large value of the subfilter transport eigenvalue is con-435

centrated in the vigorous flow region, and the contribution of the stationary part is stronger436

than that of the transient part (Figure C7 and C8). 2) The eigenvalue intensity of the437

Leonard and cross terms is at least one order of magnitude greater than that of Reynolds438

terms (Figure C8), but the eigenvalues of these two terms do not seem to offset. In fact,439

when considering the subfilter flux and transport coefficient, the coordinate axes of the440

vector projection are meridional and zonal. However, in the eigenvalue analysis, the base441

vectors are the local major eigenvector and minor eigenvector, so the eigenvalues of the442

Leonard and cross term do not have additivity. 3) The Leonard and Cross term are com-443

pletely dominated by the stationary part (Figure S4, S5 and C8), and the stationary and444

transient part of the Reynolds term are nearly in the same order of magnitude (Figure445

S3 and C8). As the spatial separation scale decreases, the importance of the transient446

part increases (Figure S7); When the eddy-rich LICOM data is adopted for a fixed spa-447

tial separation scale, the importance of the transient part also increases (Figure S6). 4)448

The transport eigenvalue intensities of the Leonard and cross terms have a distinct bound-449

ary near 60◦S. As mentioned above, this boundary is related to the separation of bot-450

tom topography. There is a decent level of eigenvalue intensity where the flow is rela-451

tively weak in the northern flank of ACC.452
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In addition to the above features, the transport eigenvalues can better show the453

anchoring effect of the topography, especially the minor eigenvalues of the stationary Reynolds454

term are strengthened on the eastern side of all large-scale topography (Figure S3e). This455

indicates that 1) the response of the transport process to topographic forcing has dis-456

tinct directionality, and 2) the anisotropic transport tensor can distinguish the physi-457

cal relationship in different directions.458

We next discuss the unique characteristics of the transport eigenvalue, that is, the459

three combinations of the transport eigenvalues, including 1) positive major eigenvalue460

and negative minor eigenvalue (major+, minor-), 2) positive eigenvalues (major+, mi-461

nor+), and 3) negative eigenvalues (major-, minor-). We will try to uncover the phenom-462

ena in realistic data and the physical implication.463

From the large-scale PV equation Eq.2, we can obtain the large-scale PV enstro-464

phy equation,465

∂

∂t

(
{q}2

2

)
+ {q}∇ · ({u}{q}) +∇ · ({q}Fsfs)− Fsfs · ∇{q} = 0 (25)

We can further get the domain-integrated equation and focus on the terms incorporat-466

ing the subfilter process,467

∂

∂t

∫
Ω

{q}2

2
dΩ ∼ −

∫
Ω

∇ · ({q}Fsfs) dΩ+

∫
Ω

Fsfs · ∇{q}dΩ (26)

Z =

∫
Ω

{q}2

2
dΩ (27)

Here Z is the domain integral of large-scale PV enstrophy, hereinafter referred to as large-468

scale enstrophy. Under the condition that the boundary value is zero (the coarse-graining469

method in this paper makes the large-scale PV asymptotically close to zero at the do-470

main boundary), the first term on the right of Eq.26 is zero, then we obtain the follow-471

ing relation,472

∂Z

∂t
∼

∫
Ω

Fsfs · ∇{q}dΩ = −
∫
Ω

K∇{q} · ∇{q}dΩ = −
∫
Ω

S∇{q} · ∇{q}dΩ (28)

Note that the antisymmetric tensor A is eliminated because its skew flux is perpendic-473

ular to the large-scale PV gradient. For the interaction of symmetric tensor S and PV474

gradient vector, we consider coordinate rotation to transform from local x−y coordi-475

nate (i.e. the base vector is the local zonal and meridional unit vector) to local charac-476

teristic coordinate v1 − v2 (i.e. the base vector is two local eigenvectors),477

S∇{q} =

[
Sxx Sxy

Syx Syy

]
x,y

[
rx
ry

]
x,y

(29)

=

[
λ1 0
0 λ2

]
v1,v2

[
rv1
rv2

]
v1,v2

=

[
λ1rv1
λ2rv2

]
v1,v2

(30)

rx and ry are the projections of the large-scale PV gradient vector in the x and y direc-478

tion respectively, and rv1 and rv2 are the projections of the gradient vector in the ma-479

jor and minor eigenvector direction, respectively. Note that the tensor and vector them-480

selves are invariant under a coordinate transformation. The first and last expressions rep-481

resent exactly the same objective entity, but their projection’s expression changes in dif-482

ferent coordinates.483

Finally, we obtain the eigenvalues’ contribution to large-scale enstrophy as484

∂Z

∂t
∼ −

∫
Ω

S∇{q} · ∇{q}dΩ = −
∫
Ω

(
λ1r

2
v1 + λ2r

2
v2

)
dΩ (31)
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(major+, minor-) represents the attenuation of the large-scale PV enstrophy in the ma-485

jor characteristic direction and the enhancement of enstrophy in the minor direction, cor-486

responding to the vortex filamentation process (Haigh et al., 2020; Ledwell et al., 1998);487

(major+, minor+) weakens the large-scale PV enstrophy in both characteristic direc-488

tions, which means a pure sink of the enstrophy, and the anisotropy implies that the rates489

in different directions are different; (major-, minor-) enhances the large-scale PV enstro-490

phy, meaning a pure source of enstrophy. (major+, minor-) is the most common case (Fig-491

ure C7). The joint PDF of eigenvalues is mainly concentrated in the fourth quadrant (Fig-492

ure C8), and the occurrence frequency is more than 70% (Figure C9a), which means that493

the vortex filamentation process is dominant in the subfilter transport process in the SO.494

This result is consistent with Haigh et al. (2020); Haigh and Berloff (2021); Haigh et al.495

(2021b); Kamenkovich et al. (2021), but their results are obtained from studying instan-496

taneous transport eigenvalues of a closed ocean basin. The other two cases’ frequency497

under different terms has different behavior (Figure C9a), specifically (1) the frequency498

of (major+, minor+) of total subfilter, total Reynolds, stationary subfilter, stationary499

Reynolds, and all transient terms are higher than that of (major+, minor-), indicating500

that the pure sink area of the large-scale PV enstrophy caused by the transient process501

and subfilter-subfilter interaction in the SO is larger than the pure source area; (2) The502

frequency of total and stationary Leonard and cross terms is almost the same, indicat-503

ing that the pure source area and pure sink area of the large-scale PV enstrophy formed504

by standing wave effect and stationary cross-scale interaction in the SO are nearly the505

same.506

To explore the anisotropy of transport eigenvalues, unlike Rypina et al. (2012) and507

Bachman et al. (2020) which used tensor ellipses to visualize local anisotropy, we cal-508

culate the logarithm of the absolute value of the ratio of major and minor eigenvalues509

under all three eigenvalue combinations as a measure of anisotropy and focus on their510

statistical characteristics. In Figure C9b, we use boxplots to show their mean, 1-fold stan-511

dard deviation of the mean, and the upper and lower 5% quantiles. For the case of (ma-512

jor+, minor+) (red box), the mean anisotropy of all terms is near 1, and the upper 5%513

quantile is at least 2, which indicates the major eigenvalue is at least one order of mag-514

nitude or even more than two orders of magnitude larger than the minor eigenvalue and515

dominates the degree of anisotropy in a considerable part of the domain. For the most516

common case of (major+, minor-) (green box), the mean anisotropy of all terms is near517

0, and the 1-fold standard deviation of the mean falls within ±1, indicating the magni-518

tude of major and minor eigenvalues is close to each other. For the case of (major-, minor-519

) (blue box), the mean anisotropy of all terms is less than -1, and the lower 5% quan-520

tile significantly breaks through -2, which indicates the minor eigenvalues dominate the521

degree of anisotropy. In conclusion, the anisotropy of the eddy transport process in the522

SO is ubiquitous and drastic.523

As for different terms, the boxplot of total and stationary Leonard and Cross terms524

is highly symmetric about the zero line; that is, the red box and blue box of Lnrd-ttl,525

Crs-ttl, Lnrd-stt, Crs-stt are symmetric about the zero line, while the green box itself526

is symmetrical about the zero line. The upper 5% quantile of the other eight terms with527

(major+, minor+) (the top of the red box) is slightly closer to the zero line than the lower528

5% quantile of (major-, minor-), indicating that the anisotropy in the pure source of en-529

strophy formed by the standing wave effect and stationary cross-scale interaction is slightly530

greater than that in the pure sink. In addition, the mean value of the other eight terms531

with (major+, minor-) is greater than zero, and their upper 5% quantile is more distant532

from the zero line than their lower 5% quantile, indicating that the transient process,533

eddy-eddy interaction and vortex filamentation process in the SO slightly dissipate the534

large-scale PV enstrophy holistically.535
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3.3.2 The transport characteristic direction536

This section will discuss the eigenvectors of the symmetric transport tensor. Since537

the major eigenvalue specified by the algorithm is always greater than or equal to the538

minor eigenvalue, when the major and minor eigenvalues are both negative, the major539

eigenvector is not in the dominant direction. Therefore, we select the major eigenvec-540

tor where the absolute ratio of major and minor eigenvalues is greater than a threshold541

value α, and the minor eigenvector where the absolute ratio of major and minor eigen-542

values is less than 1/α, to synthesize the truly dominant characteristic direction with strong543

anisotropy. We calculate the PDF of the angle between the dominant direction and the544

vector of the large-scale topographic slope, PV gradient, and velocity, as shown in Fig-545

ure C10, and α is taken as 5. We find the dominant characteristic direction has a strong546

tendency to be perpendicular to the large-scale PV gradient and parallel to the large-547

scale velocity vector, and a weak tendency to be perpendicular to the large-scale topo-548

graphic slope. This is consistent with the results diagnosed by Bachman et al. (2020) with549

global model data, indicating that the PV gradient barrier and shear dispersion mech-550

anism are critical for the maintenance of anisotropy (Young et al., 1982; S. Smith, 2005;551

Srinivasan & Young, 2014; Bachman et al., 2020). We further explore the influence of552

the threshold α. in Figure C11, we investigate the angle between the dominant charac-553

teristic direction and the PV gradient when α is 2, 5, 10, and 20. With more intense anisotropy,554

the perpendicular tendency of the dominant characteristic direction and both its station-555

ary and transient parts are significantly enhanced, with the stationary part’s enhance-556

ment more dramatic.557

Similarly, we can obtain the angles in the weak anisotropy area by giving the thresh-558

old γ, as shown in Figure C10, and set γ = 2. The angle between the dominant char-559

acteristic direction and the topographic slope or the velocity vector is almost random560

and evenly distributed, but the angle between the dominant characteristic direction and561

the PV gradient peaks near 50◦. As the threshold γ (Figure C11) decreases or the isotropy562

increases, the PDF of the angle between the dominant direction and the PV gradient tends563

to be symmetrically distributed with 45◦ as the central peak. These phenomena mean564

no dominant mechanism among which we have studied can decide the eigenvector when565

the process is quasi-isotropic.566

The tendency of the stationary dominant eigenvector to be perpendicular to the567

PV gradient or parallel to the velocity vector is much stronger than the transient com-568

ponent. But there is only a weak orthogonal tendency between the stationary dominant569

direction and the topographic slope. So it seems that the direct effect of topography is570

exerted more on the magnitude of transport-related quantities, not their direction.571

Above we confirm the relationship between the dominant characteristic direction572

and the PV gradient under the constraint of geostrophic dynamics. At the same time,573

we further point out that in the region with high transport anisotropy, the dominant char-574

acteristic direction is more likely to be perpendicular to the PV gradient, indicating that575

the PV barrier mechanism would have a crucial impact on the eddy transport process576

(Ferrari & Nikurashin, 2010; Srinivasan & Young, 2014; Bachman et al., 2020).577

4 Summary578

This paper combines the stationary-transient decomposition and Leonard’s decom-579

position in LES to form a multifaceted diagnostic framework for the eddy transport pro-580

cess applied in the SO. We not only distinguish the contribution of stationary structure581

and transient motion and validate the importance of stationary process or topographic582

effect, but also investigate the collective effects of the standing wave, cross-scale inter-583

action, and subfilter eddy-eddy interaction on the filtered space-time scale from the per-584

spective of triad interaction.585
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The discussions of scale separate filter, Leonard’s decomposition, and Germano iden-586

tity help form a new paradigm of viewing the subgrid transport process with the hope587

of being aligned with numerical model practice as much as possible. We emphasize the588

complete eddy flux and LES framework need to be considered in the subgrid parame-589

terization of coarse resolution or even non-eddy resolving ocean general circulation model.590

That is, besides the collective effect of subgrid eddy-eddy interaction represented by the591

Reynolds term, the Leonard and cross terms should also be parameterized to compen-592

sate for the missing standing wave effect and cross-scale interaction. In addition to the593

aforementioned points, the diagnostics in this paper are isoneutral, so the problem is sim-594

plified into 2D, and the neighboring sampling regression method is used to solve the un-595

derdetermined problem of estimating the transport tensor or coefficient when using a sin-596

gle tracer. We also systematically investigate the performance of transport coefficients597

and transport tensors (mainly transport eigenvalues and eigenvectors) and the factors598

behind them under isotropy and anisotropy assumptions.599

The main conclusions of this paper are as follows:600

(1) From the stationary-transient decomposition, we found that the stationary ef-601

fect cannot be ignored for subfilter eddy transport and is primarily determined by the602

geographical distribution of topography. Topography not only directly engraves the sta-603

tionary structure of the PV flux field but also organizes the flow to generate transient604

adjustment processes near large-scale topography. As the spatial separation scale increases,605

the proportion of stationary contribution increases. This paper’s two sets of data are qual-606

itatively consistent in these characteristics.607

(2) From Leonard’s decomposition, we found that it is necessary to consider the608

complete subgrid flux. Although there is a significant cancellation between the Leonard609

and Cross term, the sum of Leonard and Cross term is at least as critical as the Reynolds610

term. Their stationary parts dominate both terms. The Leonard term may be consid-611

ered as a large-scale standing wave effect, and the cross term represents the eddy-flow612

or small eddy versus large eddy interaction across the separation scale. They consist of613

several wave train structures and may reflect the system’s fingerprint shaped by the cur-614

rent geological, climate state, or model settings.615

(3) The transport coefficient establishes the relationship between the length of the616

background PV gradient and the PV flux length. In its mathematical essence, the in-617

formation in different directions is mixed together, and the reconstructed meridional PV618

flux error is quite large. Instead, the anisotropic tensor greatly reduces the reconstruc-619

tion error because of its ability to distinguish the directionality of dynamic information,620

especially the anisotropy of the topographic anchoring effect.621

(4) The sign combination of the transport eigenvalues of the symmetric tensor rep-622

resents its contribution to the large-scale PV enstrophy in the domain integral sense. All623

three cases occur in the SO, but in most regions the combination is (major +, minor -624

), which means the dominance of the vortex filamentation process in the SO, and the pro-625

cess slightly dissipates large-scale enstrophy holistically. The relative difference between626

the two eigenvalues links to anisotropy, and the eddy transport process in the SO is highly627

anisotropic. The anisotropy at the pure source is slightly greater than that at the pure628

sink. The stationary standing wave effect and cross-scale interaction tend to enhance the629

anisotropy. In the region with stronger anisotropy, the dominant characteristic direction630

is easier to be perpendicular to the large-scale PV gradient, indicating that the PV bar-631

rier mechanism would significantly enhance the anisotropy of the eddy transport pro-632

cess.633

As a preliminary work, this study only focuses on establishing the research frame-634

work, data with higher resolution, and larger research areas should be selected for more635

in-depth research in the future. In terms of data resolution, we try to balance between636
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reducing the amount of calculation and ensuring sufficient resolution to study the filter-637

ing scale phenomenon. On the one hand, the resolution of the current non-eddy resolv-638

ing or eddy-permitting ocean general circulation model can be less than 1◦. According639

to the Germano identity, considering the implicit filter effect of resolution and sufficient640

buffer scale band, the data resolution used to approximate DNS needs to be at least 1/12◦.641

In this sense, the results from our data and filter scale fail to directly provide quantita-642

tive suggestions for the eddy parameterization but only enlighten the possibility of a scheme643

more in line with the realistic oceanic eddy transport process, and attention should be644

paid to the qualitative characteristics diagnosed. On the other hand, using the highest645

resolution data nowadays (up to 1/50◦ or even higher) as close to DNS as possible can646

allow systematic exploration of the scale dependence of stationary-transient decompo-647

sition, Leonard’s decomposition, and potential subgrid scheme in both spectral space and648

physical space, which will be a promising application of this framework. In addition, the649

temporal resolution and duration of the data in this paper only meet the minimum re-650

quirements. If climate research is carried out or submesoscale processes are considered,651

one should use long-time data or data with higher temporal resolution. The study area652

is limited to the SO and studying the other three ocean basins might lead to some new653

features.654

In addition, some works (e.g., Haigh & Berloff, 2021; Haigh et al., 2021a, 2021b;655

Sun et al., 2021) used the divergent part of the eddy flux under the Helmholtz decom-656

position, because the net dynamic effect on the evolution of large-scale tracer field in equa-657

tion (2) is the eddy flux divergence. However, when the domain is bounded, the result658

of the rotation-divergence decomposition of the flux is not unique, complicating the prob-659

lem (Fox-Kemper et al., 2003; Bachman et al., 2015). Secondly, although some works,660

such as Maddison et al. (2015), have proposed some promising methods of implement-661

ing this decomposition, the definition of the boundary would be blurred after spatial coarse-662

graining (Buzzicotti et al., 2021), which makes it impossible to artificially specify the bound-663

ary conditions of rotational and divergent flux when solving the partial differential equa-664

tion under the Helmholtz decomposition (in fact, only the complete flux on the bound-665

ary can be known) and would affect the result of divergent flux. In practice, it may be666

a more natural choice to obtain the original flux first, and then directly remove any non-667

divergence part through the divergence operator (Fox-Kemper et al., 2003). Finally, tracer668

transport has a clear and concise physical meaning connected with parcel excursion the-669

ory (Taylor, 1922; Bachman et al., 2015). Therefore, our diagnostic framework only dis-670

cusses the original flux without the rotation-divergence decomposition.671

To sum up, our framework should be regarded as a new tool or a new thinking paradigm672

for classifying, extracting, and integrating the information of complex eddy transport673

processes. It cannot directly specify the dynamic mechanism, so it must be combined674

with other theories to validate and explain the phenomenon. An example is the frame-675

work can reflect some characteristics of topographic effect but cannot directly describe676

the intermediate physical process or mechanism of how a specific type of topography ex-677

erts its influence. Therefore, further research on topographic effects based on our frame-678

work should be combined with well-designed idealized numerical experiments for our fu-679

ture work orientation.680

Appendix A681

Here we discuss the conceptual difference between the subfilter scale and subgrid-682

scale. In LES, Germano et al. (1991) and Germano (1992) proposed the so-called Ger-683

mano identity,684

Fsfs ≡ uGcG
F
− uG

F
cG

F
(A1)

G is an implicit filter with unknown expressions, such as the numerical grid discretiza-685

tion scheme or data resolution limit, and F is an explicit filter of a given specific form,686
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such as the boxcar filter used in this paper. The original variables should be the true fields687

or direct numerical simulation (DNS).688

In this study, these two datasets used are not from DNS, so the implicit filter is689

the grid resolution limit of SOSE or LICOM. According to Germano identity, the subgrid-690

scale refers to scales missed or poorly described in the dataset. Information in scales smaller691

than grid scale is eliminated, and physical processes in a range of scales slightly larger692

than the grid resolution would be underestimated or misrepresented. Based on the ex-693

perience that numerical simulation requires at least five or six grid points to capture a694

structure better, we assume that the ultimately influenced scale of an implicit filter would695

reach a spatial scale six times its resolution, for example, 1◦ for SOSE and 0.6◦ for LI-696

COM. On the scales larger than the ultimately influenced scale, we suppose they can rep-697

resent the physical processes in a relatively sound manner. Therefore, the data used in698

this paper are sufficient to study the part with a larger horizontal scale of the mesoscale699

processes, not small eddies, in the SO.700

As for the explicit filter in Germano identity, the boxcar filter is used in this pa-701

per, which determines the so-called subfilter scale. Liu et al. (1994) systematically dis-702

cusses the application of boxcar filter, Gaussian filter, and spectral truncation filter in703

LES. He found that using a boxcar filter and Gaussian filter can achieve a high corre-704

lation between the stress field predicted by LES and the observed stress field. Boxcar705

filter is not a clean truncation in spectral space [Fig. 4 of Ciofalo (1994)]. When it is smaller706

(greater) than the characteristic wavenumber (spatial scale) of the filter, the boxcar fil-707

ter’s Fourier spectrum, which can be deemed as spectral weights for fields under filter-708

ing, rises from 0 to 1, namely, the process slightly larger than the filter scale would be709

partially weakened, while the process much larger than the filter scale would be barely710

changed; When it is greater (smaller) than the characteristic wavenumber (spatial scale)711

of the filter, the spectral weight of boxcar filter oscillates up and down around the zero712

axis and converges rapidly, that is, the process of the smaller scale is nearly eliminated.713

In addition, the boxcar filter is equivalent to the mean value of all grid points in a given714

box (the weight is only determined by grid area or volume), which makes the flux on the715

box’s boundary reflect the average change of the physical field inside the box, which is716

similar to latitude-longitude grid discretization and finite volume method. Therefore, we717

choose the boxcar filter for spatial coarse-graining.718

From above, only when the scale of the selected explicit filter (the separation scale719

of spatial coarse-graining) is sufficiently larger than the scale of the implicit resolution720

filter the subfilter effect discussed be meaningful, and the data can be considered almost721

as DNS. Otherwise, it would lose too much local and non-local triad interaction for the722

subfilter scale, which might severely distort the microstructure of turbulence in the spec-723

tral space near the filter scale, making it impossible to reach a practical conclusion. There-724

fore, this paper focuses on the results under 2◦ boxcar filtering, which leaves a sufficient725

buffer zone between the implicit filter scales of SOSE and LICOM. This allows the lo-726

cal triad containing the subfilter scale wave vector that slightly smaller than the spatial727

separation scale to be reliable. Still, the influence of the non-local triad containing the728

smaller scale wave vector may be significantly underestimated.729

Appendix B730

Inspired by Kraichnan (1967); Gong et al. (1999); Vallis (2017); Zhou (2021), here731

we will discuss three categories of triad interaction in spectral space under scale sepa-732

ration of clear and unclear spectral truncation and reveal its relationship with Leonard’s733

decomposition.734
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The free evolving PV equation in spectral space is,735

∂

∂t
q̂(k) =

∑
k=m+n

N(k | m,n) (B1)

q =
∑
k

q̂(k)eik·x (B2)

N(k | m,n) = ai(k)ûi(m)q̂(n) (B3)

N defines a single triad, i in Eq.B3 satisfies Einstein’s summation convention, ûi is the736

velocity component in the spectral space, and ai is weights related to the wavenumber737

caused by the partial-differential operator. Due to the orthogonality of the basis func-738

tion, only the wave vectors m and n, which can form a triangle with k, would affect the739

evolution of the specified PV spectrum q̂(k). Given a clear truncation scale kc in the spec-740

tral space, we can divide all wavenumbers in the whole spectral space into two cases: re-741

solved (or filtered) and subgrid (or subfilter) wavenumbers, namely742

k =

{
kr, if |k| ≤ kc

ks, if |k| > kc
(B4)

then the PV spectrum can be written as743

q̂(k) =

{
q̂r (kr) , if |k| ≤ kc

q̂s (ks) , if |k| > kc
(B5)

qr =
∑
kr

q̂r(k)e
ik·x (B6)

qs =
∑
ks

q̂s(k)e
ik·x (B7)

Apply Eq.B4 - Eq.B7 to Eq.B1, we obtain the resolved (or filtered) scale PV spectrum744

equation,745

∂

∂t
q̂r (kr) = Nr (kr) +Ncrs (kr) +Ns (kr) (B8)

Nr (kr) =
∑

kr=mr+nr

N (kr | mr,nr) (B9)

Ncrs (kr) =
∑

kr=mr+ns

N (kr | mr,ns) +
∑

kr=ms+nr

N (kr | ms,nr) (B10)

Ns (kr) =
∑

kr=ms+ns

N (kr | ms,ns) (B11)

The subscript r of this appendix means the quantity is in the resolved or filtered range,746

and the subscript s for subgrid or subfilter range. The right side of Eq.B8 includes three747

categories of triad terms with different microstructures: Nr represents the collective ef-748

fect of two resolved wave vectors, namely mr and nr, on the PV spectrum of a given wavenum-749

ber kr at the resolved scale q̂r (kr); Ncrs represents the collective effect of two wave vec-750

tors from different ranges on q̂r (kr); Ns represents the collective effect of two subgrid751

wave vectors ms and ns.752
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Next, we consider the case that the scale separation is not clear spectral trunca-753

tion, that is, the case of boxcar spatial coarse-graining adopted in this paper. Accord-754

ing to the convolution theorem, the large spatial scale field [q] and spatial eddying field755

q∗ can be expressed as756

[q] = qr =
∑
k

Ĝ(k)q̂(k)eik·x (B12)

q∗ = qs =
∑
k

[1− Ĝ(k)]q̂(k)eik·x (B13)

The separation scale now is not certain, so we generalize the separation scale into a sep-757

aration scale interval,758

k̃c ∈
[
kc

−,kc
+
]

(B14)

kc
− is the lower wavenumber bound with a significant magnitude of the subfilter quan-759

tity, and kc
+ is the upper wave number bound with a significant magnitude of the fil-760

tered field. The separation scale interval is the cross wave number interval of the two.761

In this way, the generalized resolved wave number k̃r and subgrid wave number k̃s762

k̃r ∈
(
0,kc

+
]

(B15)

k̃s ∈
[
kc

−,∞
)

(B16)

generalize the spectrum of a specified quantity, for example for generalized PV spectrum763

ˆ̃q(k) ≡

 ˆ̃qr

(
k̃r

)
≡ Ĝ

(
k̃r

)
q̂
(
k̃r

)
, if k ∈ filtered sector

ˆ̃qs

(
k̃s

)
≡

[
1− Ĝ

(
k̃s

)]
q̂
(
k̃s

)
, if k ∈ subfiltered sector

(B17)

the generalized form of resolved (or filtered) scale PV spectrum equation is764

∂

∂t
ˆ̃qr

(
k̃r

)
= Ñr

(
k̃r

)
+ Ñcrs

(
k̃r

)
+ Ñs

(
k̃r

)
(B18)

Ñr

(
k̃r

)
=

∑
k̃r=m̃r+ñr

Ñ
(
k̃r | m̃r, ñr

)
(B19)

Ñcrs

(
k̃r

)
=

∑
k̃r=m̃r+ñs

Ñ
(
k̃r | m̃r, ñs

)
+

∑
k̃r=m̃s+ñr

Ñ
(
k̃r | m̃s, ñr

)
(B20)

Ñs

(
k̃r

)
=

∑
k̃r=m̃s+ñs

Ñ
(
k̃r | m̃s, ñs

)
(B21)

Ñ
(
k̃ | m̃, ñ

)
= ai

(
k̃
)
ˆ̃ui (m̃) ˆ̃q (ñ) (B22)

consistent with the form of Eq.B8 - Eq.B11 under clear spectrum truncation, there are765

three kinds of triad interaction terms with different microstructures. The difference is766

that their wave vectors have different number (0, 1, and 2) of subfilter quantities par-767

ticipating in the triad interaction. In Leonard’s decomposition in this paper, Ñr

(
k̃r

)
768

corresponds to the sum of the Leonard term and large-scale transport term, Ñcrs

(
k̃r

)
769

corresponds to the cross term, Ñs

(
k̃r

)
corresponds to the Reynolds term.770
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Appendix C771

A brief example is given to illustrate the mass- or volume-weighted interpolation772

method: if the target neutral plane is 36.8kg/m3, for each water column, find the depths773

of neutral planes of 36.75 and 36.85kg/m3, and take the weighted average of the veloc-774

ities on all z-coordinate levels between the two depths (the weight depends on the pro-775

portion of each z-coordinate level in the total depth difference, i.e., mass or volume weight)776

as the velocity on the 36.8kg/m3 neutral plane.777

Another example illustrates how the least square regression of neighboring sam-778

ples can solve the underdetermined problem when calculating the transport coefficient779

and tensor. For a given center point, say (120◦E, 45◦S), take the eddy flux and large-780

scale PV gradient on the neighboring (2p+1)2 grid points as samples. Then least-square781

regress these (2p+1)2 pairs of data to estimate quasi-localized transport tensor or co-782

efficient at the central point (120◦E, 45◦S). This method has the advantages of conve-783

nience and a small amount of calculation and allows to handle the observed data or nu-784

merical results without enough numbers of passive tracers. In our method, the size of785

sampling area p would affect the reconstruction accuracy of the eddy flux. The smaller786

p is, the more localized the samples are, and the closer the reconstructed flux to the ac-787

tual value. The smaller the ratio of sampling area size p to filter size ir, the smoother788

the physical field that makes the slowly varying hypothesis valid, and the higher the re-789

construction accuracy. However, the influence of p/ir is not as dramatic as merely de-790

creasing p. What we show in this paper is 9-point sampling with p = 1.791
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Figure C1. (a) total, (b) stationary, and (c) transient meridional subfilter PV flux, unit:

10−13s−2, (d) total, (e) stationary, and (f) transient isotropic subfilter transport coefficient, unit

m2/s, on the topobaric surface of 36.8kg/m3, using 2◦ boxcar filter for SOSE, (g) large-scale

topography (filtered by 2◦ boxcar filter) of SOSE, unit: m
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Figure C2. The total meridional subfilter PV flux of (a) complete subfilter, (b) Reynolds

term, (c) Leonard term, (d) Cross term and (e) Leonard plus Cross term, unit: 1e-13 S-2, on the

topobaric surface of 36.8kg/m3, using 2◦ boxcar filter for SOSE
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Figure C3. 1/4 power of the PDF of the meridional subfilter PV flux (10−12s−2) of SOSE,

this scaling is for the convenience of drawing. The three columns from left to right are the total,

stationary and transient parts, respectively. The five rows from top to bottom are the results

of subfilter, Reynolds term, Leonard term, Cross term and the sum of Leonard and Cross term,

respectively. blue, green ,and red line for 1◦, 2◦, and 3◦ boxcar filter, respectively.
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Figure C4. The eddy transport coefficient of (a) complete subfilter, (b) Reynolds term, (c)

Leonard term, (d) Cross term and (e) Leonard plus Cross term, unit: m2/s, on the topobaric

surface of 36.8kg/m3, using 2◦ boxcar filter for SOSE
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Figure C5. The same as Figure 3, but for the eddy transport coefficient 103m2/s
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Figure C6. (a) The total meridional subfilter PV flux, (b) the flux reconstructed by the

isotropic transport coefficient, (c) the difference between the isotropic reconstruction and true

flux, (d) the flux reconstructed by the anisotropic transport tensor, and (e) the difference be-

tween the anisotropic reconstruction and true flux, on the topobaric surface of 36.8kg/m3, using

2◦ boxcar filter for SOSE
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Figure C7. (a) (b) (c) is the total, stationary, and transient major transport eigenvalue re-

spectively, (d) (e) (f) for the minor eigenvalue, on the topobaric surface of 36.8kg/m3, using 2◦

boxcar filter for SOSE
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Figure C8. The joint PDF of the two eigenvalues of SOSE under 2◦ boxcar filter. The three

rows from top to bottom are the total, stationary, and transient, respectively. The four columns

from left to right are the results of complete subfilter, Reynolds term, Leonard term, and Cross

term, respectively. The x- and y-coordinate represent the variation range of the major and minor

eigenvalue, respectively (note that the coordinate range of different terms might be different).

Values that are beyond the coordinate range or less than 10−4 are not shown. The bin interval is

1/25 of the maximum coordinate value.
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Figure C9. (a) The frequency of three eigenvalue combinations, (b) the degree of anisotropy,

that is, the log10 of the absolute value of the ratio of the major eigenvalue to the minor eigen-

value, on the topobaric surface of 36.8kg/m3, using 2◦ boxcar filter for SOSE. Red is (major+,

minor+), green is (major+, minor-), and blue is (major-, minor-).

Figure C10. The PDF of the angle between the dominant eigenvector and the (a) topo-

graphic slope, (b) PV grandient and (c) velocity vector, on the topobaric surface of 36.8kg/m3,

using 2◦ boxcar filter for SOSE. The solid line is for strong anisotropic region where |λ1/λ2| > 5

or |λ1/λ2| < 1/5, and the dotted line is for weak anisotropic region where |λ1/λ2| < 1/2 and

|λ1/λ2| > 1/2. Black, blue, and red lines are for total, stationary, and transient parts, respec-

tively. The topographic slope, PV grandient and velocity vector have also been 2◦ boxcar filtered
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S1

Figure C11. The PDF of the angle between the (a) total, (b) stationary, and (c) tran-

sient dominant eigenvector and the large-scale PV grandient on the topobaric surface of

36.8kg/m3, using 2◦ boxcar filter for SOSE. The solid line is for strong anisotropic region with

α = 2, 5, 10, 20, and the dotted line is for weak anisotropic region with γ = 1.1, 1.25, 2, 5.
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Figure S1. (a) (b) (c) is the total meridional subfilter PV flux with boxcar filters of 1◦, 2◦

and 3◦ respectively, and (d) (e) (f) is the total subfilter transport coefficient, on the topobaric

surface of 36.8kg/m3 for SOSE
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Figure S2. The same as figure 2, but on the σ2 surface of 36.8kg/m3 for LICOM
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Figure S3. The same as Figure 7, but for the Reynolds term
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Figure S4. The same as Figure 7, but for the Leonard term
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Figure S5. The same as Figure 7, but for the Cross term
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Figure S6. The same as Figure 8, but for LICOM.
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Figure S7. The joint PDF of the two eigenvalues of SOSE under different boxcar filters. The

three rows from top to bottom are the total, stationary, and transient, respectively. The three

columns from left to right are for 1◦, 2◦, and 3◦, respectively. Other settings are the same as in

Figure 8.
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Figure S8. (a) The off-diagonal element Axy of the antisymmetric part, (b) the off-diagonal

element Sxy of the symmetric part, and (c)(d) the off-diagonal element Kxy and Kyx of the total

subfilter transport tensor on the topobaric surface of 36.8kg/m3 for SOSE
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